The Seaborg Mathematics & Science Center
2010 Winter
Weekend College for Kids

*Each session is only $5 per student. Sign up by calling the Seaborg Center at 227-2002.*

Registration begins on Wednesday, January 13, 2010
ALL classes run from 9:00 - noon.

**Saturday, January 30, 2010**

K & 1st grade — **About Wood** – Learn about wood by investigating its properties and changing the wood.

Grades 2 & 3 — **Good Vibrations** – Experiment with sound and discover how sounds are made.

Grades 4, 5, & 6 — **Separating Mixtures and Reaching Saturation** – Make, then separate mixtures and investigate saturation.

**Saturday, March 20, 2010**

K & 1st grade — **About Paper** – Learn about paper by investigating its properties and changing the paper.

Grades 2 & 3 — **Sound Travel & Challenges** – Investigations about sound travel.

Grades 4, 5, & 6 — **Landforms** — Simulations with stream tables to go with the flow, guaranteed messy.

The Seaborg Center accepts credit cards or checks payable to Northern Michigan University.

Mailing address: Northern Michigan University
Seaborg Center
1401 Presque Isle
Marquette, MI 49855